2018–2019 DONORS

Thanks to contributions from a broad base of supporters, we help make college possible for greater numbers of students from low-income backgrounds. Gifts are from July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2019.

CHICAGO MULTI-YEAR LEADERSHIP GIFTS
Caerus Foundation
$176,000 over 4 years
Crown Family Philanthropies
$100,000 over 2 years
Siragusa Foundation
$30,000 over 3 years

CORPORATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS
$250,000-$499,999
Serve Illinois
$100,000-$249,999
A Better Chicago
The Joseph Pedott Charitable Fund at The Chicago Community Foundation
$50,000-$99,999
Caerus Foundation
Crown Family Philanthropies
McCormick Foundation
$25,000-$49,999
FinneGAN Family Foundation
Polk Bros. Foundation
The PricewaterhouseCoopers Charitable Foundation
White Sox Community Fund
The Mayer and Morris Kaplan Family Foundation
$10,000-$24,999
Crescent Capital Management LLC
The Donley Foundation
Ernst & Young U.S. LLP
Fifth Third Chicago
Hyatt Hotels Corporation
People’s Energy Community Fund
Siragusa Foundation
The Vistria Group
William Blair and Company Foundation
Winston & Strawn LLP
$5,000-$9,999
Anonymous
Birch Lake Holdings, LP
Chicago Bulls
CIBC Bank USA
Google Inc.
Illinois Tool Works
Neubauer Family Foundation
$1,000-$4,999
Ariel Investments
BlueCross BlueShield of Illinois
The Cashion Foundation
Cresa
DRW Trading Group Foundation
Hyde Park Venture Partners
Koch Family Foundation
Netrisk, LLC
NextLevel Health Partners
Salo, LLC
Tricord Foundation
Up to $1,000
Neal, Gerber & Eisenberg LLP

INDIVIDUAL AND FAMILY FOUNDATIONS
$50,000 and above
Joe and Rika Mansueto
Stephen and Mary Jo Schuler
$25,000-$49,999
Brent and Katie Gledhill
The Mayer and Morris Kaplan Family Foundation
Margot and Josef Lakonishok
Seth Rissens and Sherry Salmons
Carol and Steven Rubin
Beth and Ryan Satterfield
$10,000-$24,999
Phil and Rene Alphonse
Douglas Baird and Julie Gray
Martha and Timothy Boudos
Bruce and Lisa Cohen
Tony and Laura Davis
Janet and Craig Duchossios
Ryan and Beth Garino
Leslie Bluhm and David Helfand
Craig and Rebeca Huffman
Mohit and Manali Kalra
Karen and Mark Koulogeorge
Kristin and Greg Kranias
Carol and Larry Levy
Peggy and Yung Lim
Joan and Jeff Matthews
Ramkumar and Divya Ramanan
Michele Schara and Randy Mehrberg
Mark and Robin Tebbe
Keren and Rob Vishny
$5,000-$9,999
John Ettelson
Bernard and Linda Kastory
Neubauer Family Foundation
Michael Polsky
Pritzker Traubert Family Foundation
Francine and Gregory Purcell
$2,500-$4,999
Anonymous
Ellen-Blair Chube
Cindy and Steve Cruise
Rick and Allison Ellman
Rebecca Johnston and Jeffrey Maling
Steve Koch
Stuart and Susan Lucas
Sheila and Mark Matuscak
John and Lisa O’Toole
Jay and Shawna Owen
Marny and Matthew Zimmer
$1,000-$2,499
Anonymous
Dave and Faith Atkins
Steel Bokhorst and Liz Kirschcr
Jeff and Jill Chermer
Elizabeth and Rob Cicchelli
Cody Fischer
Leah and Dan Gordon
Michael Gray
Dave and Sharon Habiger
Tracy and Daniel Kazan
Cynthia Heusing and David Kirstenbrocker
Robert Insolia
Neeraj Jain and Erin McGinn
Neil and Stacy Jakobe
Michael Krauss
John Rokacz and Susan Lichtenstein
Alejandro and Diane Longoria
William McGrath
Suzanne Roberts
Michaela and Jeff Shaw
Danielle Tommassini and Jeremy Schenof
Guy and Ashley Turner
United Way of Greater Atlanta
Michele and Ira Weiss
Jamie and Kristin Wildman
$500-$999
Amy and Gabe Cahill
Phillip and Dita Ciaccio
Richard Clark
Margaret Egan and Mike Lawler
Vanessa and Jimmy Giannis
Tom Hamilton
Tao Huang
Mariana Ingersoll
Matthew James
Jonathan Keedy
Laura Liu and Kenneth Pomerantz
Evan and Joanna McGinley
Blerta Mileti
Bob Newman
Neil Novich
Trina Ntanner
Dr. Jamie Pasquale
Hilary Pisor
Wendy and Randy Podolsky
Harvey and Mary Struthers
Jane Systma
$250-$499
Anonymous (2)
Mark and Jamie Brady
Diana and John Brogan
Chris Broughton
Andrew Carpenter
Mus and Debby Chagal
Nancy Cheney
Irene Gordon and Abram Bluestein
Elisha and Nina Gray
Stephan and Sabina Green
Jason and Wendy Heltzer
Aimee and Jay Hwang
Rebecca Kempton
Jill and John Levi
Molly Mangan
Rory Mone
Christine and Jay Poorman
Thomas Troshynski
Jacob Van Hooft
Up to $250
Anonymous (4)
Jessica Aitman
David Amouygal
Emily Ankersen
Rashal Baz
Jennifer Bender
Chad Bernstein
Marisa Bernstein
Aly Bitter
Christopher Boebl
Paula Bucko

KEY: *National or Local Board Member +Staff Member *Current or Former AmeriCorps Member
$Current Student or Program Alumni +Pledged Commitment #AmeriCorps Alumni Council Member
James Burnell
Gene Byrne
Sean and Louisa Carney
Margaret Carton
Courtney Casey
Kyle Cash
Chelsea Chartrand
Ray Chay
Casey Chory
Alexandra Clark
Nathan Cooper
Zachary Dacy
Justin Davidson
Anita Geuringer
Rick Gilbert
Meredith Greenberg
James Griffith
Atina Hanserd
Lee Hart
Kendra Hausmann
Amanda Izquierdo
Natalia Izquierdo
Pamela Izquierdo
Ricardo Izquierdo
Dylan Jaffee
Brittany Jansen
Pratap Jayaram
Charlie Jones
Janet Jones
Douglas Kadison
Adam Katz
Jonathon Kaufman
Krista Kelin
Naomi Kent
Christina Kohlmann
Burt and Bonnie Koonsvitsky
Jessica Kunamalla
Paul Landon
Kristopher Long
Morgan Lougee
Johnnie Lovett
Cory Mathis
Sparkle Mathis
Joshua McDonald
Sarah McGraw
Ross and Dana Milner
Emilie Moeko
William Moran
Mary Morris
Justine Moses
Keeshia Moultrie
David and Patricia Nelson
Emily Novak
Michael Odenweller
Maureen Oganovich
Chris Owens
Kathy Owens
Maxx Paez
Craig Petrovic
Rich Price and Caitlin Patterson
Joseph Reichert
David Rhiphagen
Carly Roman
Debra Rosenberg
Kathi Rosenberg
Jason Rudis
Steven Sahara
Tyler Schlater
James Schuelke
Weld Ransom and Susan Schultz
Roshni Shah
Michael and Ellen Silverman
Shreya Singh
Casey Skrzypek
Laura Sleeman
Andrew Smith
Brian Spagnola
Madeline Spellman
Matt Steele
Zachary Stogdill
Jackie and Ken Sytsma
Erin Thayer
Chelsea Tompkins
John Triblo
Amanda Turner
Marc and Maggie Uible
Brett and Mackenzie Valentyn
Jasmine Watkins
Kyle Welch
Jane Westhoff
Kristin Whalen
Trevor Whately
Denise and Pete Wheeler
Elliot Wheeler
Grace Wheeler
Anonymous
Taylor Williams
Allie Yasak
Lisa Zaborko
Deborah Zatkowski
Ari and Linoy Levy
Little Caesar’s - Rolling Meadows
Little Caesar’s - S Halsted St
Lyfe Kitchen
Next of Kin Restaurant
Pete’s Coffee - E 8th Street
Portillo’s Ontario St
Potbelly - Southport
Prime Time Marketing
PWC Partner
Real Good Juice
Salon Buzz
Shred415
SimpliFLY Design
Soul Cycle
Starbucks - N State Street
Steven Reed, craftsman
Sur La Table
Target - Addison
Target - Larrabee
Target - N Clark Street
Target - N Elston Ave
Target - Peterson
Target - S Cicero Ave
Target - S Pulaski Rd
Target - S State St
Ten35
Tenzing Wine and Spirits Co
Throne Watches
Trader Joe’s
United Center
White Sox
William Blair and Company Foundation

MATCHING GIFT COMPANIES
Anonymous
Google Inc.
Nike, Inc.
The Prudential Foundation
William Blair and Company Foundation

IN-KIND SUPPORTERS
A Fantastic Free Massage
Beggar’s Pizza - Clinton St
Blackhawks
Bon Bon Bon
Chicago Scoops, LLC
Chipotle - Michigan Ave
Chipotle - S Wacker Dr
Club Champion
Constellation Brands Inc
CostCo - Clybourn
CVS Community Relations
D’Agostino’s Pizza
Domino’s Pizza - Madison St
Ezza Nails
Fossil
Gado-Gado
GEM Business Forms
Giordano’s - Lincoln Square
Jason’s Deli - Canal St
Jason’s Deli
Jet’s Pizza - Madison St
Jet’s Pizza - Superior St
Jewel Osco - Ashland Ave
Jewel Osco - Lincoln Ave
Jewel Osco - State St
Jimmy John’s - Foster
Jimmy John’s - Lawrence

KEY:  *National or Local Board Member  +Staff Member  ~Current or Former AmeriCorps Member
      °Current Student or Program Alumni  •Pledged Commitment  #AmeriCorps Alumni Council Member